The Disciple and His Scripture Memory

I. Introduction

II. The Word Hand

Hear
Read
Study
Memorize
Meditate

III. Uses for the Scriptures

John 15:7
I Peter 2:2
Psalms 37:31
Romans 1:16
II Timothy 2:15
II Timothy 3:16

IV. The Battle with the Enemy – Matthew 4:1-11

A. Satan's Strategy

1.
2.
3.

B. Our Defense

1.
2.
3.
V. Practical Suggestions on Memorizing Scripture

A. Review the context of the verse.
B. Memorize it a phrase at a time.
C. Insist on word perfection.
D. Quote the reference for'n'aft
E. Say the verse out loud.
F. Pray through the verse.
G. Practice the acrostic ACQUIRED.

A – at one sitting
C – correctly
Q – quote
U – unassisted
I – including
R – reference
E – eliminating
D – doubt

VI. Tips that Promote Scripture Memory

A. Select new verses from sermon notes or your own reading/study.
B. Pray over the selection of verses you memorize.
C. Begin working on your regular scripture memory early in the day.
D. Carry your verse pack with you at all times.
E. Make use of spare moments to review.
F. Finish your daily review by bedtime.
G. Quote the new verses you have learned by Saturday night.
H. Work at developing day to day consistency.
I. Meet weekly with a scripture memory accountability partner.
J. Apply the verses you have memorized to your life.